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(Interviewer) 
Are there any traditions or customs from your childhood, it could be religious maybe they’re South 

African traditions, that you continue to pass on to your children? 

(Anthony) 
[Laughing] This is funny. Yeah, I try and make sure they’re barefoot as much as possible [laughing]. You 

know I think it’s symbolic in many ways for me and subliminal. But you know, being bare feet is, you 

know we used to run track barefoot. We used play soccer in the garden barefoot and I want them to 

kind of feel free and barefoot as much as possible. I think its…one of the, just as an aside, one of the 

things I love about Canada is you have to take your shoes off at most people’s houses [laughing]. I feel 

like it’s the ultimate equalizer that lets you relax and that for me is similar with the bare feet.   

And then the other thing is, well two things. One is kind of serious and one is less so. The serious one is 

manners. You know too many kids I see today don’t say please and thank you. It’s the little things. It’s 

you know having table manners, using a knife and fork, and I’m trying to instill those things in them. It 

was very important to me as a child. And be, these kids who are engaging and know how to have a 

conversation with an adult and are not afraid of that engagement.   

The fun part is the food. You know we’re lucky enough to have a South African food store not too far 

from us which I’ve literally taken my boys to probably once a month since they could walk, even before.  

So they walk into this food store and know Alex the owner, like it’s like an uncle [finger quotes], which is 

kind of a special thing. And then, you know we enjoy some of the South African chocolate, and the 

biltong, and I barbecue boerewors for them. I try to connect them to my youth through the food.    

 

 

 

 


